
























































Figure1: Exemplified spatial patterns of dots (a) and (d), attribute values













































































Figure 2: Cholera cases by week of onset in Kisumu, Kenya. Shaded points shows posi-
tions of cholera patients and the week of onset. Surfaces of five classes indicates a result
of Kriging application for the point data. Data was provided by A. Hightower, J. Gimnig,
and J. Brooks from unpublished CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) data.
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Figure 3: Mortality of cholera on cartogram of the southern Vietnam, 1992. (a) the number of local deaths simply divided by lo-
cal population. (b) risk relatively adjusted by whole rate over areas. (c) probability computed with Pearson model. The intervals
in classification on each map is equal portion. Mortality data was collected at Pasteur Institute in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
(a) Raw rate
(a)
Figure 4: Types of spatial autocorrelation, (a) Positive spatial autocorre-
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Figure 5: Moran’s I with fictitious sample data. (a) Positive spatial autocorrelation, (b) Negative spatial au-
tocorrelation, (c) No spatial autocorrelation. Moran’s I were computed with generalized spatial weights ma-
trix using spdep library in R statistic package, statistically testing under the assumption of randomization.
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Advantages of Spatial Epidemiological Approach for Disease Control and Prevention.
Abstract: Grasping disease distribution is fundamental to epidemiology and health research (e.g. medical resource
allocation), both of which essentially contribute to disease control and prevention. Since classic disease mapping
does not help to comprehend disease distribution in most cases, especially on the points of their geographical clus-
tering and trends, spatial epidemiology integrated with spatial data analysis and spatial statistics has been devel-
oped. This paper describes spatial interpolation, probability mapping and spatial autocorrelation analysis as case
studies of spatial epidemiological approaches for disease control and prevention; illustrating how much instrumen-
tal spatial epidemiology is in disease control and prevention. Spatial interpolation that interpolates attribute value
among observed points with spatial statistically optimum value is an effective methods for clarification of disease
epidemic trends. Probability mapping by applying Pearson model adjusts overestimated or underestimated epide-
miological indicators in classic mapping. Autocorrelation analysis detects a disease cluster which is hardly detect-
able on a classic disease map. Demonstrative calculation of Moran’s I statistic shows cases of positive and negative
spatial autocorrelation, and none of spatial autocorrelation. The author indicates some important notice and limita-
tion in the approaches, such as reporting bias, mismatching exposed, onset and present address, and modifiable
areal unit problem.
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